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About This Game

My name is Tony Dramp. I am a simple ranger who lives from paycheck to paycheck. One day, I found a book that changed my
life. I became president of Amerika! But that book turned out to be an ancient artifact and required payment for its services...

Darkness enveloped my house and the forest. Now I need to get to the White House to save the country... That's my story.

What do we have:
-Dialogues written by the hobo hired for bottle of vodka

- Unique possibility to die. Everywhere. Seriously, if you have started playing this game and are still alive you’d call FBI cause
they are likely to hire you

- A creepy democrat ghost will be chasing after you in the forest! Online weight loss!
- Once-in-a-lifetime chance to get lost in the forest (actually not - we have a radar)
- Three incredible quests for collecting three marvellous items (Oh Jesus, 10/10!)

- Graphics just like in Crysis!!! (Frankly speaking not - only in case you have a really strong imagination)
- Unity engine (AGAIN!)

- Best soundtrack by the most famous musicians!! (well, most famous among the freemusicarchive website stuff)
- Possibility to crap your pants in real life in the virtual WC

- The hour of wondering through the forest in darkness!!
- Bawdy humour by our stand-up comedian!

We have been developing this game at off-work (and free from feeding our tame bear, of course) time!
All persons in this game are fictional and any resemblence is a coincidence
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: AMD Athlon X64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 5770

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game have x86 build only

English,Russian
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I really liked the first game, this one not so much.
While I get the idea of the characters, I can't help getting worked up due to the writing, the situations, and their conclusions.
They're simply bad. Every single character is annoying to a point where I cant handle it anymore.
Im out for now. Cant play it. Not good for my health. Almost smashed my keyboard several times. Blood pressure rising,
neighbor's complaining because of frustrated screaming all over the building.

Nice art though!. Honestly, if you consider it; we exist for what, 70 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in' years, we suffer for what, 50
of those years, pretty much 70% of our lives, and the remainig 30% are spent relieving the pain of this insufferable peristance.
What's the godamn point? Why don't we just end the pain we feel.. Loved all of the Elder Scrolls games, when I finally built a
PC that could handle VR, I knew I needed this game. I love it. Fighting a dragon face to face? Casting two spells with arms
focused at different enemies? Becoming Legolas, sticking arrows into enemies a country mile away? Yes please. Can't
recommend it enough. Running with a 7500K @4.5GHz, EVGA 1070 SC, 16GB DDR4. This is great with vivecraft. Just make
sure you make the required in-game settings. I like how you can walk in one direction while looking around. Very easy to stop
walking and just use the room-scale VR too.. Don't play this game if you have anger management issues.

Good game though.. Really fun game. World is massive there are many types of biomes and with them are huge amount of
differnt resources to be use to build and upgrade your base and vehicle. Servers have unlimited players basically from how huge
the world is. Starting out is kind of slow but once you get a base up and better upgrades for your vehicle its smooth sailing. I
recommend this game to anyone who likes Sandbox open world base building games.. Works really well!..worth looking at!
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I like the game so far. Everything works and the wheel is really fun.
I recommend. Got every it said I would get, So yeah its ok. Simple. Strategic. Perfect.

Esports.. Blood of Magic is a open world RPG turn based game. This review is done in the early access stage of the game, so
there will be bugs and glitches that I know will be addressed and fixed by the time the game gets released. I have played over 10
hours of the game and must say that the game is really fun. It has great graphics, sounds, combat, and various combat attacks. If
you like games like Final Fantasy and World of Warcraft, this game is a must try for you. I highly recommend this and can't
wait to see what this game looks like once it is released!. JOGO MUITO BOM MESMO VALE A PENA XD. This game has a
great many bugs in it. I've had GUI elements disappear on me, or appear in odd spaces (in one level the GUI literally appared
inside the red dot, all the numbers for how many moves for the stars etc.) I've also had it not give 3* ratings when I've done the
required number of moves - or even less in some puzzles. For example, one puzzle asked for 7 moves, I could complete it in
three. Another asked for ten, I completed it in five, didn't get three stars until I exited to the menu and did it again.

It's a decent enough concept, but there's way too many flaws in the programming for me to recommend it. Simply put, this game
is not done. No thought has gone into the level design, a critical component of any puzzle game. Dots are simply placed
randomly on the levels and an arbitary value assigned for how many stars you can get. Many of the "puzzles" can be completed
in far fewer moves, some without any difficulty what-so-ever. Likewise, no thought went into the GUI elements. There's no
undo button, there's no retry button, there's not even a back button. In order to redo a level, you must esc out and go back in.
Which you may find yourself having to do just to clear some of the other bugs.

This is a soulless knock-off cash grab that needs to be avoided at all costs. If this game were free it would not be worth your
time. Even casual puzzle games deserve better than this.. This game is difficult. The simple graphics and MIDI music add more
insult to injury. Basically it reaches flappy bird levels of difficulty and simplicity. Not for the faint of heart.. A well-rounded
quiz to test your US geography, state mottos, capitals, and nicknames!
I recommend it; and I hope the creator makes other games like this!
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